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Brittany is situated in the North-west of France on the coast line 
and includes about 3 200 000 inhabitants. It's one of the 16 
regions of France. Brittany is divided in four “departements”, the 
equivalent of counties in Great-Britain, the “Cotes d'Armor” 
where we live, the “Ile et Vilaine” where the capital town of 
brittanyis : Rennes, the ”Finistère” and the “Morbihan”. All 
around Brittany we have the sea in the north the Channel sea 
and in the south the Atlantic ocean. As Britanny is situated in the 
north-west of France, the weather is like in England so it's rainy 
and wet.
In Britanny, there are no big cities like Paris except Rennes 
but they are so many little village in the countryside and small 
towns like Lannion. The traditional house, half timbered house 
are part of cultural heritage. There are not many left today but 
we can see some in the center of Lannion. Also, in Britanny 
there is a traditional music this music is very lively and is 
played with bagpipes. We can listen this music in festival 
“Fest-noz” in Breton. There are many festivals during summer 
where we can listen and dance on this music. There are also 
a traditionnal costume, tis is the bigouden costume but now 
no body wears it exceptto dress up fot ceremonies. The 
traditional dish is the “Kig-Ha-Farz”.
 
Around Brittany, there are many little islands like Brehat, these 
islands are very touristic during the summer holidays. Also 
there are many light-houe off the coast to help sailors.
 
In Brittany, there are many different landscapes, maritime 
landscapes and country landscapes.



Celtic origins :

Group of Celtic music

The legend of Tristan and 
Iseult

Breton have Celtic origins. The cultures of Scotland, Ireland, Cornwall, Brittany and 
Wales have similarities. For example, music, legends and even the History of these 
peoples is linked. The most famous Celtic legend is obviously the legend of Tristan 
and Iseult.



Dolmens

Painting of Celtic warriors

The Celts were a people of warriors. They used to build dolmens to honor their chiefs.The Celts were a people of warriors. They used to build dolmens to honor their chiefs.The Celts were a people of warriors. They used to build dolmens to honor their chiefs.



Today, Celtic culture is especially present thanks to groups of music or films
about the story of these peoples.

We can also see a sort of solidarity between ancient Celtic countries: many villages are twined. 
Lannion is twined with Caërphilly in Wales and Viveiro in Spain. They are both ancient Celtic 
regions.



In Brittany, people speak French but there is another language: Breton. It's mainly used by old 
people but today some young people want to renew with their ancient culture and some of them go 
to school where they have to speak Breton only, they are called Di wan schools.
 
In the past, Brittany was divided in 2 areas:

• 
in the East, people spoke “Gallo”
 

•in the West, people spoke “Breton”
 
A long time ago, speaking Breton was forbidden: people who spoke Breton used to be punished 
because the French government wanted everybody to speak French only.
 
 
Now, if you come to Brittany, you will be able to see the Breton language written on road-signs for 
example.
 
 
Brittany is the 7th most populated region of France.
 
The coasts are more populated than the center where there are a few people.
 
Brittany isn't populated only by Breton. Indeed, we welcome immigrants. They are more European, 
many from Great-Britain (they come for our cheaper houses, our way of life and the bigger space 
they enjoy) but there are also people from North of Africa, Asia (Vie t-Nam) and Turkey.



Language :

On this panel, names are 
written in french and in Breton.

This placard forbbides to speak 
Breton. The ones who do that can 
be executed.



Traditions :

Timbered house in the center 
of Lannion



This is a bag pipe

A poster of a festival



Traditional costume

Traditionnal dish



The bigger lighthouse in Britain



Maritime landscape

Countryside landscape



Symbols of France and Brittany  :

The french flag : « tricolour »

The « Marianne »

The national hymn : The « Marseillaise

Symbols of France : The flag is the main French emblem. It consists of 
three vertical stripes colored in blue, white and red. It's called “the Tricolor” 
and it has been the official flag of France since 1794.
 
But France has got many other symbols :
 
-The “Marianne” who is a woman with a Phrygian bonnet. She embodies the 
republic. Her bust is present in every city hall in France. Her face is also 
drawn on stamps.
 
-The national motto which is “Liberty Equality Fraternity”, dates from the 
French revolution in 1789.
 
-The national anthem, the “Marseillaise”. It's a revolutionnary song 
composed by Rouget de Lisle which became the official anthem in 1879. It 
is the subject of controvery for the violence of its lyrics.



The gallic roost
The motto

The national fest : the 14th july

-The gallic roost dates back to the collapse of the Roman 
Empire and the formation of Gaul and finds its origins in a pun 
on gallus (Latin for rooster) and Gallus (Gallic). It's often use to 
be the symbol of French sports teams (Rugby shirts).
 
-The “Bastille day”, the French national day is celebrated on July 
14th in memory of the storming of the Bastille fortress during the 
French revolution.



The flag : « Gwenn Ha Du »

The ermine :
The 3 capital letters : BZH

The triskel :

 
The main breton symbols are :
 
-the flag of Brittany is called the “Gwenn ha du “ which means white and black in breton. The “gwenn ha du” consits of nine horizontal 
stripes alternating black and white with 11 ermines in the top left corner.
 
-The ermine. It's something like a cross with 3 spikes.
 
-The triskell is a celtic symbol like the celtic cross. It has three spiral branches. There are several interpretations of this symbol. The fisrt 
and most common is that te 3 branches represent water, earth and fire but it can also represent sky,earth and water.
 
-the 3 letters BZH. It's the abbrevation of the world Breizh which means brittany in Breton. We can see those letters on many breton 
cars.
-The breton motto : “Kentoc'h mervel eget bezan saotret” means “death rather than disgrace”.
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